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Hydrology of Marlborough  
Summary August 2023 
Report prepared by Charlotte Tomlinson, 4th September 2023. 

Data from the Marlborough District Council’s Environmental Monitoring network  
was primarily used in preparing this report and supplemented with data from sites  
operated by the Marlborough Research Centre, MetService, NIWA, and FENZ.  

 

Executive Summary 

August was a cold, clear and dry end to winter. In Blenheim 597 hours of sunshine from June to 
August made it the sunniest winter recorded over 94 years (1930-2023).    

Blenheim rainfall was 24.2 mm for the month, which is 38% of the long-term August average (63 
mm). Total winter rainfall was just 70.2 mm, 35% of the long-term average of 198 mm. This is the 
2nd driest winter in 94 years of rainfall data collection in Blenheim.  

A lack of rain events over winter has led to river flows well below average for this time of year. The 
average flow in the Wairau River at Tuamarina was 39 m3/s in August, which is 33% of the long-
term average. For 18 days in August flows were below 30 m3/s, the flow at which Class C water 
takes must cease. 

Average shallow soil moisture at Grovetown Park was 35% in August, below field capacity of 38%. 
After a dry winter, spring rainfall will be needed to replenish soil moisture in the coming months.  

Official El Niño conditions are likely to be met in New Zealand this spring, with the ocean 
temperature in the tropical Pacific warming to above the El Niño threshold, and the Southern 
Oscillation Index approaching the El Niño threshold. The onset of El Niño will lead to a more active 
and volatile westerly flow across New Zealand. Rainfall is likely to be below average in 
Marlborough with unusually long dry spells possible this spring.  

 

Rainfall 

August was a dry end to a generally dry winter season across the region. Blenheim rainfall was 
24.2 mm for the month, which is 38% of the long-term August average (63 mm). Total winter 
rainfall was just 70.2 mm, 35% of the long-term average of 198 mm. This is the 2nd driest winter in 
94 years of rainfall data collection, standing in stark contrast to the winter 2022 season, which was 
the wettest winter on record, with 413 mm of rainfall in Blenheim.  

Rainfall for the winter season was in the 10th percentile at both the Branch at Branch Recorder and 
Tunakino sites, with 165 and 335 mm respectively. Awatere at Awapiri was one location where 
rainfall was slightly above average for winter, with 254 mm recorded compared to an average of 
233 mm. However the Flaxbourne and Te Rapa (Waima catchment) both recorded below average 
rainfall for the winter.     
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Figure 1. Monthly rainfall totals for the 2023-24 hydrological year from 6 key sites around Marlborough, 
compared to average monthly rainfall totals.  
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Table 1. Winter 2023 monthly rainfall totals (mm) at rainfall monitoring sites in Marlborough.  
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River Flows 

River flows throughout the region were below average in August.  

A lack of rain events over winter has led to a quiet period in the Wairau River, with flows well 
below average for this time of year. The average flow in the Wairau River at Tuamarina was 39 
m3/s, which is 33% of the August long-term average. Following on from rain on the 19th of August, 
maximum flow was 200 m3/s on the 20th. However for much of the month (18 days), flows were 
below 30 m3/s, which is the flow at which Class C water takes must cease. 

The same band of rain on the 19th of August resulted in a fresh in the Pelorus River, with 
maximum flow of 340 m3/s at Pelorus River at Bryants. The average annual flood at this site is 
approximately 950 m3/s.  

A summary of river flows for August 2023 can be seen below in Table 2. 

Table 2. A summary of river flows in Marlborough for August 2023. 

 

Soil Moisture 

Average shallow soil moisture at Grovetown Park was 35% in August, below field capacity of 38%. 
After a dry winter, spring rainfall will be needed to replenish soil moisture in the coming months.  

The soil moisture deficit maps below (Figure 2) show that soils in the cropping areas of 
Marlborough are below field capacity as of the 31st of August. In comparison, soils in the region 
were generally at or above field capacity at the same time last year. Figure 3 shows that soils are 
drier than normal for the end of winter in Marlborough.  
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Figure 2. Soil moisture deficit maps of New Zealand, retrieved from NIWA on 31/08/2023. 

 

Figure 3. Soil moisture anomaly map of New Zealand, retrieved from NIWA 31/08/2023. 
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Spring Climate Outlook September – November 2023 

The United States weather agency NOAA have declared the start of El Niño in North America, with 
a significant event possible by New Zealand summer. In a New Zealand context El Niño conditions 
are likely to be met this spring, with ocean temperatures in the central equatorial Pacific exceeding 
the El Niño threshold, and the Southern Oscillation Index approaching the El Niño threshold. The 
onset of El Niño will lead to a more active and volatile westerly flow across New Zealand.   

Winds for the first half of September will be more easterly, then throughout spring as a whole air 
pressure is forecast to be higher to the north-west of New Zealand and lower to the south, leading 
to a south-westerly flow across the country. Wind speeds may be greater than normal once 
westerlies intensify in the second half of September.  

Marlborough is well sheltered to the south-west, so rainfall is likely to be below average with 
unusually long dry spells possible this spring.  

The predictions for Marlborough/Tasman from September to November are: 

🌡🌡 Temperature – near or above average 

🌦🌦 Rainfall – below average  

☘ Soil Moisture – near average  

🌊🌊 River Flows – near or below average  
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